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When you have a tension（ 紧 张 性）headache, you may feel like there are some flies around your
head. You may also experience pain in your head. Though the tension headache is the most
common type of headache, its causes aren’t well understood. ___1___ With the right treatment, you
are able to reduce the pain at home.
Rest in a dark, quiet room. Stress is one of the main causes of headaches. Once you have a tension
headache, you may be easily affected by light or sound. ___2___ Close your eyes and try to relax
your back, neck and shoulders. Turn off sources of noise like a television, computer, or cellphone.
Do a deep breathing exercise. Deep breathing can help you relax and reduce any stress in your
body, including your head. Take slow, deep breaths and try to relax. Close your eyes and take
several deep breaths. Imagine a beautiful scene. ___3___ Repeat this exercise until you feel relaxed.
Apply a hot or cold towel to your head. Heat and cold can help to reduce pain in your neck and
head. You can also take a long hot shower. ___4___ After the shower, you will feel more relaxed.
___5___ As soon as you feel tension in your head, drink several glasses of water. You can also
drink some tea to put yourself in a relaxed state of mind. Lack of water in your body may cause
headaches.
Remember that you must avoid drinking alcohol as it will only make your body short of water more.

A. Water is important.
B. Keep a healthy lifestyle.
C. Be sure to have enough water.
D. Experts believe it may be caused by stress or worries.
E. To fight this, sit or lie down in a dark room with no noise.
F. It can be a sandy beach, a bright sunny garden, or a country road.
G. Remember to run water down your head and on the back of your neck.
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I felt very depressed the other day. The weather had
been dark and rainy, and I just didn’t feel so ___1___.

A. positive

B. impressive

C. cautious

As I was sitting at my desk, 1 ___2___ it was the

A. flashed

B. informed

C. complained D. remembered

A. family

B. school

C. training

D. profession

___4___ to give her a call. Sure enough, she was

A. rejected

B. decided

C. continued

D. demanded

on her shift（ 轮 班 ）, ___5___ to work late into the

A. thrilled

B. absorbed

C. prepared

D. disappointed

evening, and wouldn’t have ___6___ of a birthday

A. much

B. many

C. little

D. few

this year. As always, though, she ___7___ cheerful

A. looked

B. sounded

C. grew

D. became

and was delighted that I ___8___.

A. suspected B. visited

C. called

D. confirmed

After I hung up, I couldn’t ___9___ the feeling that

A. experience B. imagine

C. shake

D. pour

A. Almost

C. Even

D. Seldom

D. delightful

birthday of a dear long-time friend-a single, middleaged woman who has devoted the past 30 years to
nursing and loving her ___3___.
Knowing that she didn’t have family in town, I

she would really appreciate a little attention on
her special day. ___10___ feeling a little depressed

B. Still

myself, I tried to put it out of my mind, but as the day
passed, I couldn’t ___11___ the thought. I ___12___

A. get rid of

B. get along on

gave in, and set off to the hospital with a card, a

C. get away with

D. get hold of

cheese cake, and some balloons that evening. My

A. finally

B. previously

C. unhappily

D. temporarily

friend’s grateful smile and joyful surprise ___13___

A. advised

B. accused

C. reminded

D. convinced

me that I’d done the right thing, and they were a
generous ___14___ for the little effort it had taken.

A. response B. contribution C. approval

D. reward

A. greedy

B. lonely

C. optimistic

D. enthusiastic

way it is ___16___ we take the time and make the

A. why

B. when

C. where

D. how

___17___ to do something for someone else? It’s just

A. call

B. effect

C. effort

D. suggestion

A. receives

B. expects

C. tried

D. cares

presents us with ___19___ to take an extra step or do

A. cases

B. barriers

C. challenges D. opportunities

a kind deed that will make a difference to ___20___.

A. everyone B. everything

When I got home, I realized that not only had I
cheered up a(n) ___15___ friend on her birthday, but
my own negative feelings had also disappeared.
Making her day had made my own! Isn’t that the

like the saying, ”Loving kindness is twice blessed; it
blesses him who gives, and him who ___18___.”
Cheering up people on their birthdays isn’t the only
thing we can do to make their day. Life constantly

And the wonderful thing is that as we do, it changes
things for the better for us too.

C. someone

D. something
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Kevin Carter was an 1__________(admire) professional photographer,
who was famous for an photo 2__________(publish) in 1993. It was
because of the photo 3__________ he was awarded the Pulitzer
Feature Photography. In the photo, a hungry eagle was concentrating
4__________ a starving African girl, waiting for her death. Readers
were shocked by 5__________ photo. Meanwhile, they were
sceptical about Kevin’s motivation. Some thought Kevin 6__________
(deliberate) placed the girl there so as to shoot the photo. Many
accused him of 7__________(kill) the poor girl. They all agreed that
Kevin should fee 8__________(guilt) about the girl’s death. Faced
with the 9__________(accuse), Kevin was in a dilemma. He denied
his purpose for money and fame 10__________ he couldn’t return to
his normal work because of too much stress. Troubled by the conflict
between professionalism and morality, in the end, he made suicide
three months after the famous photo came out.
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